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Special Literature 

Definition:

Special literature refers to scientific and technological literature with a

special publication format. It is often between books and periodicals

with extensive and novel content and of complex types .

Types:

Dissertations

Conference papers

Patent documents

Standard documents

Science and technology reports (Research reports) 

Government publications

Product samples etc.



1.   Theses and Dissertations 

Thesis definition: a proposition stated or put forward for consideration,

especially one to be discussed and proved or to be maintained against

objections.

Dissertations definition: a written thesis, often based on original research,

usually required for higher degree.

A thesis or dissertation is a document submitted in support of candidature 

for an academic degree or professional qualification, presenting the 

author’s search and findings. Theses include Doctoral theses, Masters-level 

theses and Bachelors-level theses. These can be accessed in hard copy or 

online. 



Theses and Dissertations 

In the UK, undergraduate and master's thesis is called dissertation, 

and doctoral thesis is called thesis.

In America, thesis is used for undergraduate and master thesis, and 

dissertation is used for doctoral thesis.

Therefore, different countries, different universities, and different 

projects may have different requirements for thesis. See the specific 

requirements clearly.



Features

• Novel content, high academic value, long and professional

• Massive information and high intelligence value

• Sole author, and the paper is generally only for degree

• Collected by units and some specialized agencies

• Bachelor's degree thesis: About 12000 words

• Master's degree thesis: generally 40000-50000 words

• The doctor’s degree is about 100,000 words.



Description Format

Including: title, author, name of degree, name of school

awarded, time for awarding degree, page number, supervisor ,

subject, source information, abstract etc.



Dissertation Database



Domestic: CNKI

It is a full-text database of Chinese doctoral and master's dissertations with complete resources,

high quality, and continuous and dynamic updates. The database publishes more than 400,000

doctoral dissertations from more than 490 doctoral training units, and more than 4.4 million

master's degree theses from more than 770 master training units, dating back to 1984, covering

basic science, engineering technology, agriculture, medicine, philosophy, humanities, social

sciences and other fields.



Domestic: Wan Fang

The China Dissertations Database began in 1980, with an annual increase of more than

300,000 articles, covering sciences, industrial technology, humanities, social sciences,

medicine, health, agricultural sciences, transportation, aerospace and environmental

sciences.



Foreign: PQDT

ProQuest full-text database of doctoral and master's thesis is a full-text database jointly

purchased and constructed by domestic universities on the basis of the PQDT dissertation

abstract database. Up to now, the full-text data has reached more than 250,000. PQDT is the

only full-text database in China providing high quality dissertations and theses, which mostly

come from over 2000 American and European universities. The scope covers extensive

aspects. It is the vital source of information for nowadays.



Foreign: NDLTD

NDLTD is an online dissertation co-construction and sharing project supported by the

National Natural Science Foundation of the United States.

It provides users with free dissertation abstracts and some free full text dissertations.

At present, more than 170 libraries, 7 library consortia, and more than 20 professional

research institutes have joined the NDLTD, providing 70,000 dissertation abstract, and about

30,000 full-text papers which can be linked to.

In addition, since the member libraries of NDLTD come from all over the world, they cover a

wide range of dissertations from European countries and Hong Kong, Taiwan and other

places. However, there are relatively few abstracts and full texts available, so it is suitable for

using as a supplementary resource for foreign dissertations.



2.   Conference Literature

Conference literature refers to the materials and publications of various

academic conferences, including abstracts of papers submitted in

advance by the panelists, papers read or distributed at the conference,

discussions at the conference, the official publication of the questions

discussed, the exchange experience. It has become an important piece

of information to focus on understanding a research field or research

topic.



Conference Literature

With the rapid development of science and technology, there are more

and more societies, associations, research institutions and international

academic organizations. In order to strengthen the exchange of

information among fellow scientists, each academic organization holds

various types of academic conferences regularly or irregularly every

year. According to the statistics of the American Institute of Scientific

Information (ISI), there are about 10,000 academic conferences held

every year around the world. There are more than 5000 kinds of

professional conference documents officially issued.



Conference Literature Categories 

• By time of content release

1. Pre-conference documents ： Conference schedule, paper catalog,

abstract, preprint of conference paper

2. In-conference literature ： Opening remarks, discussion notes and

closing remarks

3. Post-meeting documents：proceedings, symposium, audiovisual data

• By their organizational form and scale

1. International conferences

2. Regional conferences

3. National conferences

4. Societies or association meetings

5. Industry joint conferences



Publication Format of Conference Documents

(1) Books: Published in the form of books, usually called conference

proceedings, mostly under the name of the conference

(2) Periodicals: Published in technical journals, mainly academic journals

sponsored by relevant societies and associations. Some journals often end

with the form of a supplement or a special issue specializing in reporting

important papers in an academic conference

(3) Science and technology report: Some post-conference documents were

compiled into scientific and technological reports, such as the four major

scientific and technological reports in the United States.

(4) Audiovisual materials: Audio and video recordings will be made

during the meeting and will be published in the form of audiovisual

materials after the meeting.



Different Names for Meetings

Congress: a formal meeting or series of meetings for discussion between

delegates, especially those from a political party or labor union or from

within a particular discipline.

Convention: a large meeting or conference, especially of members of a

political party or a particular profession.

Symposium: a conference or meeting to discuss a particular subject.

Workshop: a meeting at which a group of people engage in intensive

discussion and activity on a particular subject or project.

Summit: a meeting between heads of government，Asia Europe Summit

Forum: a place, meeting, or medium where ideas and views on a particular

issue can be exchanged，Boao Forum For Asia

Colloquium: an academic conference or seminar.



Conference Literature Feature

It can generally reflect the latest progress and achievements in the

subject or professional field. Many new discoveries and new

equipment will also be announced and discussed for the first time at

the conference. Its content is novel and academic, and it often

represents the level and dynamics of various science and technology

majors.

• Specificity

• Continuity

• Novelty

• Enormous



Difference between Conference & Journal

Conference Papers

• The main purpose of the conference is to exchange information and

exchange ideas through on-site speeches.

• Conferences often reflect the latest and cutting-edge research, many of

which have not yet reached the level of publication in official journals.

Therefore, the main purpose of the conference is to quickly

disseminate scientific research information in order to obtain valuable

opinions and feedback from the audience.

• Meetings often try to cover many participants, so there is often higher

paper acceptance rate.



Difference between Conference & Journal

Journal Articles

• No presentation and other verbal exchange of information

• Journal publication reflects more rigorous review and higher quality

results

• Most journal articles have at least 3 reviewers to review the manuscript,

and the associate editor will finalize the manuscript

• Journal papers must reflect the research status of the field, because

reviewers will carefully review the cited documents

• The acceptance rate of journal papers is usually much lower than

conference papers



Conference Literature Retrieval

If we want to participate in an academic conference or submit paper to

it, we need to know in advance when and where meetings to hold, the

organizer, and participation conditions etc.

Conference documents are mainly distributed in some websites and

databases. It mainly includes the following four categories:

1. Conference information service website

2. Websites of related academic institutions

3. Chinese conference literature database

4. Foreign language conference literature database



1.   Conference Information Service Website

Features: Free service, rich conference related information (pre-

meeting report, conference schedule, conference video on demand,

conference paper catalog and even full text).

(1) China Conference Network (http://www.chinameeting.com)

Publishes various conferences, exhibitions, training information and

some international exhibitions held in China. Online registration is

available. Users can register as their members and receive conference

information through e-mail.



Sciencemeeting Online is approved by the Ministry of Education and

hosted by the Science and Technology Development of the Ministry of

Education. It is an information service platform for scientific research

and academic exchanges for scientific and technological personnel.

The information provided by this website includes conference review,

conference preview, report video, conference papers, etc.

(2) Sciencemeeting Online (www.meeting.edu.cn)



(3) ALL CONFERENCE.COM

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the

catalogue to obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides

services such as online registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences

provided by the website includes academic conferences in various disciplines such as

humanities and social sciences, business, computer and internet, and education.



(1) China Association for Science and Technology

https://www.cast.org.cn/

You can find the full text of conference papers, conference notices, call

for papers, etc.

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

2.   Websites of Related Academic Institutions



(2) China Computer Federation

https://www.ccf.org.cn/en/

You can find the full text of conference papers, conference notices, call

for papers, etc.

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Websites of Related Academic Institutions

CCF is an academic group in China’s computer and related fields. Its purpose is to provide

services for the academic and professional development in the field; promote academic

progress and the application of technological achievements; conduct academic evaluations and

lead academic directions; promote the frontline of technology and industrial applications

exchange and interaction; recognize and commend individuals, companies and units that have

outstanding achievements in academic and technology.



(3)ACM Proceedings

https://dl.acm.org/proceedings

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Websites of Related Academic Institutions

Conference proceedings capture innovation across the spectrum of computing fields The ACM

Digital Library is a research, discovery and networking platform containing:

• The Full-Text Collection of all ACM publications, including journals, conference proceedings,

technical magazines, newsletters and books.

• The ACM Guide to Computing Literature, a comprehensive bibliographic database focused

exclusively on the field of computing.

• A richly interlinked set of connections among authors, works, institutions, and specialized

communities.



（4）AIP Conference Proceedings

https://aip.scitation.org/journal/apc

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Websites of Related Academic Institutions

AIP Conference Proceedings has been a trusted publishing partner for more than 40 years,

delivering fast, affordable, and versatile publishing for maximum exposure of your meeting’s

key research. The conference proceedings program reports the findings presented at scientific

meetings from large international conferences to small specialist workshops. Subject areas

span the physical sciences, including physics, math, chemistry, materials science, and

engineering.



（5）SPIE, the international society for optics and photonics

https://spie.org/about-spie/about-the-society

A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Websites of Related Academic Institutions

SPIE advances light-based technologies. It annually organizes and sponsors about 25 major

technical forums, exhibitions, and education programs in North America, Europe, Asia, and the

South Pacific.

SPIE Digital Library, the world’s largest collection of optics and photonics covers more than

500,000 papers from SPIE journals, conference proceedings and presentations, and eBooks.

Research spans biomedicine, communications, sensors, defense and security, manufacturing,

electronics, energy, and imaging.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

3.   Chinese Conference Literature Database

1) Wan Fang "Chinese Academic Conference Paper Library"

http://www.wanfangdata.com.cn

(2) National Science and Technology Library (NSTL) "Chinese and Foreign 

Language Conference Proceedings Library"

http://www.nstl.aov,cn/NSTL/

(3) Shanghai Library Conference Information Database

http://www.librarv.sh.cn/skis/hvzl/

(4) CNKI China Proceedings of Conference Full-text Database (CPCD)

http://cnki.caas.net.cn



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

4.   Foreign Language Conference Literature Database

IEEE CONFERENCES

Provide the full text of the conference

proceedings published by the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and

the Institution of Engineering and Technology

(IET).



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

IEEE/IEL

SPIE, was founded in 1955 to advance light-based technologies. It annually organizes and sponsors approximately

25 major technical forums, exhibitions, and education programs in North America, Europe, Asia, and the South

Pacific, where more than 35,000 scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs showcase the latest innovations across a

wide range of technologies. SPIE publishes the SPIE Digital Library, the world’s largest collection of optics and

photonics applied research with more than 500,000 papers from SPIE journals, conference proceedings and

presentations, and eBooks. Research spans biomedicine, communications, sensors, defense and security,

manufacturing, electronics, energy, and imaging.

We can track and master the latest technology trends by

Retrieve reminder

※ Customized hotspot technical information

※ Master the research trends of the institution

※ Grasp the latest developments of authoritative researchers

Content reminder

※ Subscribe to periodicals, conferences, standards, and e-

book updates



IEEE/IEL



IEEE/IEL

Find upcoming IEEE conferences-the 

bottom of the IEEE Xplore homepage



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

IEEE/IEL



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Set Search Alert by your own Retrieval Formula



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

IEEE/IEL

View and manage your alert



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

CPCI

CPCI gathers the latest published conference proceedings in the

world, including monographs, series, preprints and conference

papers from journals, and provides comprehensive, multi-

disciplinary conference papers on the Web of Science platform.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

3.   Standard Documents

• Definition: Standards are formulated according to prescribed

procedures, within a specific scope recognized by the agency or

approved by the competent authority, such as specifications, rules

and technical requirements.

• Features: The standards are legally binding. The technical

regulations are detailed, complete, reliable, and frequently updated.

Attention must be paid to the latest standards when searching.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Standard Documents

Classification:

1 According to the scope of application of the standard:

International standards, industry standards, local standards and

corporate standards.

2 According to the maturity of the standard, it can be divided into:

mandatory standard, recommended standards, trial standards and draft

standards.

3 Foreign standards are divided into three levels: international

standards, regional standards and National standard



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Domestic Standard Access 

• CNKI

• Wanfang Chinese and foreign standard data comes from the National Quality 

Supervision Bureau, covering14 domestic and foreign standards databases.



This system discloses all mandatory national standards and recommended

national standards approved and released by the General Administration of

Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine and the National Standards

Committee before January 1, 2017.

Advanced Search

Full Text Disclosure System of National Standards



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

WeiPu Standard Information Service Platform

www.buidea.com 

• It provides classified management and query applications for domestic and international

standards.

• The platform adopts advanced cloud service models to simultaneously update standard

change information issued by national authorities, reveal the replacement, adoption and

citation of standards at the first time, and realize the real-time standard tracking service.

• The platform can query and manage more than 210,000 domestic standard metadata

resources.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

ISO

International Organization for Standardization referred to ISO, established in 1947, is an

international organization whose purpose is to promote international product exchange and

cooperation. ISO certification has become an important part of the industry.



4.   Scientific and Technological Reports

• A scientific report is a formal report on a scientific research project or

scientific activity;

• Reports or situation records are written by research, design units or

individuals;

• Report to the department or organization that provides funding and

resources;

• Report on the progress of the design or project;

• It is for the purpose of accumulation, dissemination, and communication;

• Written in accordance with relevant regulations and formats, true and

complete;

• Experience of personnel engaged in scientific and technological activities



• The content is in-depth and novel; 

• Each science and technology report is published in a single volume, 

written in a prescribed format;

• Each report has a serial number or the report number. The form is 

the abbreviation of the reporting unit or competent authority plus 

sequence number composition;

• With confidentiality.

Features



• According to the publication form: technical report, technical paper, 

technical bulletin, etc. 

• Divided by research stage: initial report, progress report, annual 

report 

• According to the nature of the report: formal report, special report, 

evaluation report

Types



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

• Compared with books and periodicals, its length can be long or short,

but it is new and extensive . It has strong professionalism and specific

technical data.

• Priority reference materials for engineering personnel. It is useful for

the exchange of various scientific research ideas

• Promote invention and creation, assess technological gaps, improve

technological solutions, and increase decision-making, avoid

duplication and waste in scientific research, and promote the

transformation of scientific research results.

• Play a positive role for productivity.

Effects



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

http://www.rarelit.net/

Sunway Technology Report Resource Database 

It includes technical reports published by

foreign government departments, as well as

scientific and technological reports from

research institutions and universities.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Sunway Technology Report Resource Database 

Including:

1. DOE report: It is a scientific research report produced by a scientific research

institution affiliated to the U.S. Department of Energy and its contracting units.

2. DTIC report: collected and published by the Defense Technical Information Center of

the United States.

3. NASA report: The report published by the National Aeronautics & Space

Administration mainly comes from various research centers, laboratories, contract

companies and university research institutes affiliated to the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration

4. PB report: A report published by the Office of Publication Board (PB) of the US

Department of Commerce.

5. Other reports: The database also contains technical reports and economic research

reports from other government agencies, social groups, research institutions,

universities



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Facts

• Total collection including two parts: bibliographic abstract database

and full-text database. The total number of bibliographic abstract data

collected exceeds 2.6 million records, and the total amount of full-

text data exceeds 1.5 million.

• Collection period: 1900 to present.

• Data increment: Approximately 50,000 new scientific and

technological reports are added every year.

• The bibliography can be searched, and the full text needs to be

delivered in the original text. Direct download is not provided. Only

the first 5 original texts are available under each subject category.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

National Science and Technology Reporting Service System  

The National Science and Technology Reporting Service

System is a free shared service at the national level. It is

positioned at the domestic science and technology report of

various projects. It is useful for information retrieval, project

declaration and appraisal, evaluation, duplicate check, and

novelty check.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

National Science and Technology Reporting Service System  

The National Science and Technology Reporting Service System has

opened services for the public, professionals, and managers.

1. To provide the general public with free browsing services of scientific

and technological report abstracts.

2. Provide online full-text browsing services to professionals.

3. Provide scientific research management-oriented statistical analysis

services to scientific research management personnel at all levels.



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

5.   Patents



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Patents



Ways to Access the Full-text



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

Ways to Access the Full-text

1. Use Abstract Database to Get Full Text Clues

2. Use Full Text Database to Get Full Text

3. Open Access

4. Use General Search Engines to Find Academic Papers

5. Ask the Author

6. Interlibrary Loan & Document Delivery

7. One-stop Search Platform



A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

1.   Use Abstract Database to Get Full Text Clues

• Preferred foreign language abstract databases

SCI

Scopus

EI

• Advantages: complete search; perfect search function; find clues 

and abstracts

• Disadvantages: a small amount of full text or no full text











A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

2.   Use Full Text Database to Get Full Text

Three domestic full-text databases

• Wanfang (www.wanfangdata.comxn)

• CNKI (www.cnki.net)

• Chongqing VIP (http://www.cqvip.com/)

Foreign language full-text database

EBSCO

Science Direct

http://www.cqvip.com/


A catalogue website that provides various conference information. Users can also search the catalogue to

obtain specific conference information. At the same time, the website provides services such as online

registration and payment procedures. The range of conferences provided by the website includes academic

conferences in various disciplines such as humanities and social sciences, business, computer and Internet,

and education.

EBSCO

EBSCO host is a resource integration platform. Readers of our university 

can use the following content.

• Academic Search Complete: Comprehensive academic reference full-

text database, providing more than 8,900 full-text journals;

• Business Source Complete: Full-text database of business management 

and finance, providing the full text of more than 3700 journals, including 

business cases, Harvard Business Review, etc.



When entering the EBSCOhost platform, first you will find the basic search screen (the

default search screen for some units is advanced search). At the top left of the screen,

you will also see authoritative documents (subjects, publications, images), click on the

authoritative document to find specific publications, topic words and pictures. In the

search process, if you want to return to the basic search screen, you can click the basic

search link at the bottom of the search box. You can also click to select a database to

decide whether to perform a single database search or a multi-database search.



Smart text search will enlarge the search box. You

can search for the entire paragraph or the entire

article at once. The system will automatically give

different weights to the keywords in the search box

and present the search results in order of relevance.





After you click Search, the search results page will be displayed. The options on the left page

allow you to narrow down your search results. For example, limit to the display of documents with

full text, or reference documents. Using the date interval, you can display documents in a specific

age range. If you want to show more information, you can click Show More.



You can also select specific data types (such as academic publications, magazines, etc.) to filter,

or filter specific topics, click on the data type (Source Type) or subject (Subject Term), to view

all the content. For filtering of the above data types or topics, please click Show More.



If the database you choose, such as ASP, has a picture database, you can also see the pictures

related to the keywords on the right side of the search results. Move the mouse to the top of the

picture to quickly preview it. Click on the picture to display information about the picture.



Before clicking the full text, you can move your mouse to the icon on the right of the article

title (as shown in the red circle above) to preview the summary of the article. The small

preview window also provides a link to the full text (if the system provides Full text).



The EBSCOhost platform provides a temporary folder for users. When you close the

web page or log out of the database, the folder will be automatically emptied. If you

want to have a personal folder, you must click on the upper right of the screen Sign In.

After filling in the online form, you can use the folder to save the data you find for a

long time.



You can click add search to folder in the Share, save your keywords in the folder and

attach a link, and you can also create an automatic email notification in the share.



In addition, when you click Search History under the search box, all search records

made after you enter the database will be recorded here. In addition, you can also use

AND or OR for your search records to perform a combined search. Click Edit, you can

also change your search keywords or set restrictions, and the number of search results

will also be changed.
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Science Direct

Elsevier is the world's largest academic journal vendor platform. Based

on the Sciencedirect platform, it provides online access to more than 2500

journals, covering various fields such as natural sciences, engineering

sciences, humanities, and social sciences.

• Full-text database of all disciplines

• Recognized by 11 million scientific researchers in more than 130

countries

• One of the most used foreign full-text databases in China

• Fully integrated journals
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Springer

The world's leading technology publisher, providing customers with

high quality through innovative information products and services

Content

• The world's largest publisher of scientific, technical and medical

books and top academic journal publishers

• More than 60 branches have been established in more than 20

countries or regions around the world

• More than 7,000 employees worldwide
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Features of Springer e-journals

• There are more than 1,580 Springer electronic journals

• More than 70% are included in SCI and SSCI

• Published at any time, updated at any time

• IP control, no concurrent user restrictions

• Integrate with all electronic resources of Springer to fully realize 

the link function

• Covers 11 disciplines, some journals have higher rankings in 

related disciplines



The homepage is divided into three parts:

• Search function

• Browse function

• Latest news





ProQuest Central

ProQuest Central is the largest single periodical resource available, bringing together subject

areas including Business, Health and Medical, Language and Literature, Social Sciences,

Education, Science and Technology, as well as core titles in the Performing and Visual Arts,

History, Religion, Philosophy.
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3.   Open Access

• Open access journal which started in the late 1990s are scholarly journals

that are available online to the reader without financial, legal or technical

barriers.

• This is a new method of academic information exchange. Authors submit

works and do not expect to receive direct monetary rewards, but provide

these works so that the public can use them on public networks. For users,

open access journals are free journals.
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GoOA

GoOA, a one-stop discovery platform for open access papers, is an open

resource funded by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and launched by the

Chinese Academy of Sciences Document Information Center. It contains

more than 2500 OA journals and their full texts from 144 well-known

publishing houses that have been strictly selected. The subject areas

involve natural sciences and some social sciences.
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GoOA

Resource features include:

1) Journal selection: Establish strict selection criteria for OA journals to

make "OA paper discovery" more authoritative;

2) Paper integration: provide nearly 2000 OA journals in the natural

sciences, efficient journal integration and paper organization, making "OA

paper discovery" easier;

3) Contribution analysis: provide quality assessment of OA journals and

complete analysis of submission information, allowing you to know

everything about OA journal submissions with one click, and you don’t

have to worry about submitting;

4) Associated retrieval: realize associated knowledge discovery and

retrieval, allowing you to have an experience beyond expectations;
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Socolar OA 

The Socolar platform is dedicated to collecting free OA electronic full-text

journals on the internet. At present, it has reached 11,739 types, involving

various disciplines. Among them, there are many high-quality journals that

can be used as auxiliary resources for scientific research and teaching.
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4.   Use General Search Engines to Find Academic Papers

General search engine:

-Google

-Baidu

-Bing

Field limiting search in search engine to specify files

①filetype:DOC、XLS、PPT、PDF、ALL（Find files in a 

specific format.）
②title/intitle:（Search only within the page title.）
③site:（Restrict the search to a certain website.）



Find all file formats with the title of

“graphene” on all Chinese educational

institution websites.
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5.   Ask the Author

Author E-mail search

-Literature database: SCI

-Search engine

-Research gate
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6.   Interlibrary Loan & Document Delivery

The library has established document delivery and interlibrary

exchange with the Chinese Academy of Sciences Document

Information Center (CSDL), the Chinese University Humanities and

Social Sciences Document Center (CASHL), Tsinghua University

Library, National Library, and Shanghai Library. With the borrowed

partnership, various documents outside the library can be obtained

through these document systems.

Please send an email directly to qcqu@ustc.edu.cn. No attachments

are required. The email indicates the Chinese name, student ID,

contact number, and bibliographic information (title, source, year

volume page number, etc.) of the required specific documents.
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7.   One-stop Search Platform





Resources that have 

not been purchased 

can be obtained here



Email Address 











Research & Critical Evaluation
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Seven Steps of Research

1. Define your research question

2. Ask for help

3. Develop a research strategy and locate

4. Use effective search techniques

5. Read critically, synthesize, and seek meaning

6. Understand the scholarly Communication Process & Cite Sources

7. Critically evaluate sources

Leslie F. Stebbins, Student Guide to Research in the Digital Age: How to Locate and Evaluate Information Sources,

Libraries Unlimited, 2006.



Art of Reading a Journal Article
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Reading scientific literature is mandatory for researchers. With an

overflow of journals, it is essential to develop a method to choose and

read the right articles.

Objective: To outline a logical and orderly approach to reading a

scientific manuscript. By breaking down the task into smaller,

step-by-step components, one should be able to attain the skills to read a

scientific article with ease.

Methods: The reader should begin by reading the title, abstract and

conclusions first. If a decision is made to read the entire article, the key

elements of the article can be perused in a systematic manner effectively

and efficiently.

Art of Reading a Journal Article
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• Read the information related to the name of the journal and the authors’

affiliation

• Read the title of the article, read the headings and subheadings

• Looked at the images/illustrations of the article

• Activated prior knowledge related to the topic of the article

• Tried to predict the topic of the article

• Underlined the unknown words

• Guessed the meaning of some of the unknown words

Cognitive Strategies 
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• Checked the meaning of some of the unknown words in an English to

English dictionary

• Skipped difficult and incomprehensible words/sections

• Translated difficult sections into your own language

• Highlighted important information

• Took notes of important information

• Skimmed through unimportant or irrelevant parts, paraphrased some

sentences, reread sentences, wrote a summary

• Developed a simple filing system that works for you

Cognitive Strategies Continued
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• Reading articles on a regular basis will improve your reading skills

and the information you learn from them

• Develop a simple, searchable filing system that works for you if you

are

• Undertaking a piece of research

• Most eminent scientists will usually direct you right to the figures

after a brief abstract and introduction to outline the research question

• The abstract is a brief synopsis of the article providing a useful

summary

• A double-blind peer review is where both author and reviewer are

unknown to each other before publication; essential for absolute

scrutiny and to ensure that the research is both accurate and without

bias.

Key Points



Thank You.


